Policy 1003 Dual Membership Procedures

A. USPC is divided into geographic regions with each Registered Club and Riding Center Program being assigned to a Region. It is expected that the Member will belong to a Registered Club or Riding Center Program within the region they reside. There may be circumstances that make membership in more than one Registered Club and/or Riding Center Program of the USPC necessary. These circumstances may include, but are not limited to, school residency, multiple family residencies and vacation homes.

B. Members may belong to two different Club(s) and/or Riding Center(s) within USPC provided:
   1. The Club /Riding Center and Region through which national dues are paid are the Club / Riding Center and Region of record.
   2. In situations in which both Club(s) and/or Riding Center(s) are in the same Region, the membership must have the permission of both District Commissioner(s) (DC) and/or Center Administrator(s) (CA) and the recognition of the Regional Supervisor (RS).
   3. In such cases, Members will be responsible for paying local dues to both Club(s) and/or Riding Center(s) as determined by each of these Clubs/Centers. Regional dues shall be paid through the Club or Riding Center of record.
   4. In situations in which the Club(s) and/or Riding Center(s) are in two different Regions, the Member must receive the permission of both DC(s) and/or CA(s) and the recognition of the two RSs. In such cases, the member will be responsible for paying local dues to both Club(s) and/or Riding Center(s) at the discretion of these Clubs and or Riding Centers and Regional dues to both Regions at the discretion of those Regions.

C. Eligibility for certifications shall be determined by the Club DC or Riding Center CA of record for all local level certifications and by the RS of the Region of record for all national level certifications.

D. Participation in rallies and qualifying for Championships:
1. Participation in non-qualifying rally divisions in either Region is permitted with the approval of the Club DC or Riding Center CA in the Region holding the non-qualifying rally.

2. Permission to participate in qualifying rallies or divisions and USPC Championships shall be determined by the RS of the Region of record.